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Alumni of Oak Lodge Flying High! 

We were delighted to be shown an aircraft at RAF 
Hendon by a past student of Oak Lodge School. He 
now works on the aircraft at RAF Hendon and looks 
very happy in his work. He told our students about 
his job and so next time we go to RAF Hendon, we 
would like him to show us how he fixes the aircraft! 

LONDON MINI-MARATHON 
 London Mini-Marathon is for young people aged 11-17 with 
physical or sensory impairments. 
 
It is the opening event of the Mini London Marathon open to young peo-
ple in two age category races: Under  14 & Under  17. 
 
EVENT CRITERIA 
•  Participants must have a physical or sensory impairment. This includes 
Wheelchair users as well as Ambulant Para. 
•   All participants must be able to run three miles within the time limit of 
30 minutes 
 HOW TO ENTER 
Entry into the 2019 Mini London Ambulant/Para Athlete Marathon is now 
open. 
ENTER NOW -  https://www.minimarathon.co.uk/en/team-managers/
ambulant/    Entry closes at 17:00 on Monday 8 April. 

Email:  paraathletes@londonmarathonevents.co.uk 

For more details: https://www.minimarathon.co.uk 



Class 1 have been using aerial photographs to plan their trip to Willows 
Farm  

Class 2 students had a great time at Cherry Tree Woods, exploring their lo-
cal community and seeing all the seasonal changes that spring is bringing 
to the park. 



Students in P2 have been learning about the New Zealand flag! They 
looked at the suggestions for new flags and had a vote themselves. They 
too voted to keep the original flag. 

Students in P4 have been learning about the artist Keith Haring. They have 
created their own art works inspired by Haring. Well done! 



We learnt last week about a local hero called Tom Cochrane who received 
a special medal from George Vl for rescuing the crew of his Lancaster 
Bomber which had crashed in Germany in WWll. 
 
This week we went to see a real Lancaster Bomber at RAF Hendon. We 
learnt about Barnes Wallis who designed it and we learnt about Roy 
Chadwick who designed the bouncing bomb which it dropped.  We all 
looked at it in wonder. A great plane! One member of our class said on the 
way back that she thought Barnes Wallis and Roy Chadwick must have 
been very clever men. We now want to see the ‘Dam Busters’  film! 


